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	March/2020 Braindump2go 200-901 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Released Today! Following are some new 200-901

Real Exam Questions!QUESTION 34 Refer to the exhibit. What is represented in this YANG module? 

  A.    interface management B.    topology C.    BGP D.    OpenFlowCorrect Answer: CQUESTION 35 Refer to the exhibit. A

process on the host wants to access the service running inside this Docker container. Which port is used to make a connection? 

A.    only outbound connections between 3000 and 5000 are possible B.    port 3000 C.    any port between 3000 and 5000 D.    port

5000Correct Answer: DQUESTION 36 Which platform has an API that be used to obtain a list of vulnerable software on user

devices?A.    Cisco Umbrella B.    Cisco Firepower C.    Cisco Identity Services Engine D.    Cisco Advanced Malware

ProtectionCorrect Answer: BQUESTION 37 On which network plane is routing protocol traffic handled?A.    data plane B.   

management plane C.    authentication plane D.    control planeCorrect Answer: AQUESTION 38 Which type of HTTP method is

used by the Meraki nad webex teams APIs to send webhook notifications?A.    HTTP GET B.    HTTP PUT C.    HTTP HEAD   D.  

 HTTP POSTCorrect Answer: CQUESTION 39 Before which process is code review performed when version control is used?A.   

committing code B.    branching code C.    merge of code D.    checkout of codeCorrect Answer: DQUESTION 40 Refer to the

exhibit. Which two statements about the network diagram are true? (Choose two.) 

  A.    PC-A and PC-B are in the same subnet. B.    One of the routers has two connected serial interfaces. C.    The subnet of PC-C

can contain 256 hosts. D.    R1 and R3 are in the same subnet. E.    The subnet address of PC-B has 18 bits dedicated to the network

portion.Correct Answer: ADQUESTION 41 Which statement describes the benefit of using functions in programming?A.   

Functions allow problems to be split into simpler, smaller groups, and reduce code repetition, which makes the code easier to read.

B.    Functions ensure that a developer understands the inner logic contained before using them as part of a script or application. C.   

Functions create the implementation of secret and encrypted algorithms. D.    Functions store mutable values within a script 01

application.Correct Answer: BQUESTION 42 Refer to the exhibit. An administrator attempts to perform a GET using the Cisco IOS

XE RESTOCNF API to return the hostname of a device. The sequence diagram illustrated the HTTP message observed. Which

change to the API request resolves the issue? 
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  A.    Add Content-Type HTTP header with 'application/yang-data+json' using H `Content-Type: application/yang-data+json'. B.   

Use -u cisco: cisco instead of -u `cisco: cisco'. C.    Change the request method from -X "GET" to- X' POST". D.    Remove the -H

'Accept: application/yang-data/son' HTTP header because it is not required.Correct Answer: DQUESTION 43 A developer is

reviewing a code that was written by a colleague. It runs fine, but there are many lines of code to do a seemingly simple task

repeatedly. Which action organizes the code?   A.    Refactor the code by removing any unnecessary tests B.    Using functions,

rewrite any pieces of code that are repeated C.    Reverse engineer and rewrite the code logic D.    Modify the code to use

loopsCorrect Answer: AQUESTION 44 Refer to the exhibit. The python interpreter and the Cisco python SDK are available by

default in the Cisco NX-OS software. The SDK documentation shows how the cild() API can be used when working with working

with JSON and XML. What are two effect of running the script? (Choose two.) 

  A.    configure interlace loopback 5 B.    issue shutdown on interface loopback 5 C.    show only the interfaces In the up status D.   

show only the interfaces in admin shut status E.    show details for the TABLE interfaceCorrect Answer: BEQUESTION 45 Refer to

the exhibit. Which two statement describe the configuration of the Ansible script is run? (Choose two.) 

  A.    Traffic on port 0/2 and 0/3 is connected to port 0/6. B.    Traffic from ports 0/2 to 0/5 can flow on port 0/1 due to the trunk. C. 

  Traffic can flow between ports 0/2 to 0/5 due to the trunk on port 0/1. D.    GigabitEthernet0/2 and GigabitEthernet0/3 are access

ports for VLAN 6. E.    GiabitEthernet0/1 is left unconfigured.Correct Answer: BCResources from:1.2020 Latest Braindump2go
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